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Purple Gaze Notes to the Future 
Supplies: 
~black light (Mr. baird will provide) 
~flexible desk lamp (you’re on your own with that one buddy) 
~Many fluorescent yellow highlighters (most other colors 
don’t work well) 
~Post it notes (some colors work better than others) 
~a few poster boards to lay on table 
~device to hold up black light (can be made) 
~Powdered liquid detergent (not liquid you sillyhead) 
~Clear Bullfrog Sun Gel 
~water and milk 
~many plastic baggies 
~invisible ink pen (if you can find it) 
~tape 
~$20 dollar bills 
~a creative mind 
Advice: 
~Bring as many highlighters and post its as possible 
~construct device to hold black light early on 
~test out as many items as possible that may behave 
interestingly under the black light before exploratoRio day 
~Make sure that you are extremely enthusiastic for the kids; 
they get super into it 
Difficulties: 
~we did not have many problems, except somebody stole our 
instructions sheet and kids wanted to write on themselves or 
the poster board. Sometimes highlighters disappear 
mysteriously if you do not keep a close eye on them 
Tips for the Day: 
~the kids love the exhibit as long as you are energetic  
~we had them draw in the dark so it added to the suspense of 
revealing them under the black light 
~use a poster board to hold all of the amazing drawings (the 
wall of awesome) and have a box of awesome for the best 
drawing at a time, which will be replaced many times by new 
drawings 
~play the “life and death” game, where you show the kids 
water and clear sunscreen under the regular light (we 
called it “poison”) and have them pick the one that they would 
drink. When it is revealed under the black light the “poison” 
becomes obvious. 



~show the kids how icky the milk looks under the UV light 
~they are not overly interested in the powdered detergent 
~Do not let the kids draw on themselves 
~make sure the kids return the highlighters and that they 
draw on the post its and not the poster board!!! 
Tips for the Night: 
~the parents are more interested in the real and scientific 
aspects of the demonstrations 
~make sure to know the physics behind all of your 
demonstrations 
~the powdered detergent interests them, as it proves that it 
often makes clothes simply appear brighter and explains why 
they sometimes seem to glow 
~the sunscreen vs. water demo is still effective, and you do 
not need the overly dramatic life or death game to interest 
them with the science behind sunscreen 
~parents aren’t as interested in being on the wall of awesome, 
the box of awesome, or even drawing in the dark, but offer it 
to them anyways 
~Learn the physics behind all the items of your exhibit 
so you can speak confidently to anyone who may have 
questions 


